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AT. ITS.ThIRTY-NINTh.SESSIoN*

. The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law,

. Recalling General.Assembly.resolution.2205.(XXI).of.17.December.1966,.
which.established. the.United.Nations.Commission.on.International.Trade.Law.
with. the. object. of. promoting. the. progressive. harmonization. and. unification. of.
the.law.of.international.trade.by,.inter.alia,.promoting.ways.and.means.of.ensur-
ing. a. uniform. interpretation. and. application. of. international. conventions. and.
uniform. laws. in. the.field.of. the. law.of. international. trade,

. Conscious of. the. fact. that. the. different. legal,. social. and. economic..
systems. of. the. world,. together. with. different. levels. of. development,. are.
represented. in. the.Commission,

. Recalling. successive. resolutions. of. the. General. Assembly. reaffirming.
the. mandate. of. the. Commission. as. the. core. legal. body. within. the. United.
Nations. system. in. the. field. of. international. trade. law. to. coordinate. legal.
activities. in. this.field,.

. Convinced.that.the.wide.adoption.of.the.Convention.on.the.Recognition.
and.Enforcement.of.Foreign.Arbitral.Awards,.done.in.New.York.on.10.June.
1958,1. has. been. a. significant. achievement. in. the. promotion. of. the. rule. of.
law,. particularly. in. the.field.of. international. trade,

. Recalling. that. the. Conference. of. Plenipotentiaries. which. prepared. and.
opened.the.Convention.for.signature.adopted.a.resolution,.which.states,.inter.
alia,. that. the.Conference.“considers.that.greater.uniformity.of.national. laws.
on.arbitration.would.further.the.effectiveness.of.arbitration.in.the.settlement.
of. private. law.disputes”,

. Bearing in mind differing.interpretations.of.the.form.requirements.under.
the.Convention.that.result.in.part.from.differences.of.expression.as.between.
the.five. equally. authentic. texts. of. the.Convention,

. Taking into account article. VII,. paragraph. 1,. of. the. Convention,. a..
purpose.of.which. is. to.enable. the.enforcement.of.foreign.arbitral.awards. to.
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the. greatest. extent,. in. particular. by. recognizing. the. right. of. any. interested.
party. to. avail. itself. of. law. or. treaties. of. the. country. where. the. award. is.
sought.to.be.relied.upon,.including.where.such.law.or.treaties.offer.a.regime.
more. favourable. than. the.Convention,

. Considering the.wide.use.of. electronic. commerce,

. Taking into account international. legal. instruments,. such. as. the.
1985.UNCITRAL.Model.Law.on. International.Commercial.Arbitration,2. as.
subsequently.revised,.particularly.with.respect.to.article.7,3.the.UNCITRAL.
Model. Law. on. Electronic. Commerce,4. the. UNCITRAL. Model. Law. on.
Electronic. Signatures5. and. the. United. Nations. Convention. on. the. Use. of.
Electronic.Communications. in. International. Contracts,6.

. Taking into account also.enactments.of.domestic.legislation,.as.well.as.
case. law,. more. favourable. than. the. Convention. in. respect. of. form. require-
ment. governing. arbitration. agreements,. arbitration. proceedings. and. the..
enforcement. of. arbitral. awards,

. Considering that,. in.interpreting.the.Convention,.regard.is.to.be.had.to.
the.need. to. promote. recognition. and. enforcement. of. arbitral. awards,

. 1 .. Recommends. that.article.II,.paragraph.2,.of.the.Convention.on.the.
Recognition.and.Enforcement.of.Foreign.Arbitral.Awards,.done.in.New.York,.
10.June.1958,.be.applied.recognizing.that.the.circumstances.described.there-
in. are. not. exhaustive;

. 2 .. Recommends also that.article.VII,.paragraph.1,.of. the.Convention.
on. the. Recognition. and. Enforcement. of. Foreign. Arbitral. Awards,. done. in.
New.York,.10.June.1958,.should.be.applied.to.allow.any.interested.party.to.
avail. itself. of. rights. it. may. have,. under. the. law. or. treaties. of. the. country.
where.an.arbitration.agreement.is.sought.to.be.relied.upon,.to.seek.recogni-
tion.of. the.validity. of. such. an. arbitration. agreement .
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